Ministry Vision Fulfillment Team, Minutes April 8, 2020
Present: Faith, Bruno, Alfredo, Tim
Unable to attend: Mike, Alexis (both responded via email, will look at the questions)
Tim suggested that, as many of the committees are doing, we go back to the “Calls to Action” to
see what we might be able to suggest as possibilities for the ‘center grid’.
Faith was concerned that while this may be a strategy for some committees, Ministry, as a result
of the Pandemic, has been propelled into already doing new things. It might be better for us to
highlight – and celebrate – what we are already doing – and then invite some ‘reflection’ from
the broader Passionist Family
Lengthy and animated discussion followed, with agreement around:
Faith will contact Keith and David Colhour
• Verify that we are on the right track with our thinking
• See if David in his ‘creativity’ could help us produce a visual – video, or collage –
celebrating the creative ministry response as a result of COVID-19
• Once our visual is complete we would send it out to the broader Passionist Family with
two or three reflection questions
o What has been a significant change in your ministry as a result of COVID-19?
o What have been the most difficult struggles?
o Where have you discovered “Graced” movements/moments?
o What might be emerging that may be sustainable after the crisis?
Conversation with Keith and David - April 11, 2020
•
•
•
•
•

We are on track with our ideas – both embraced our ideas
Keith suggested we have Claire create an Alleluia mailbox for ‘reflection’ responses
o Talked with Claire – she is happy to help
David is willing to create a video (3-5 minutes) if I will write a script –
o draft of script attached
once the video is complete, our committee will finalize the reflection questions and
determine a date for responses
hope to have this completed and out to Passionist Family by next week
o video with reflection questions
o a suggested title is “Living into the Alleluia’s”

Next meeting May 6th – likely emails to solidify things – or maybe a quick, impromptu Zoom

